Work-In-Progress
Review:
Keypad Polling
At the Work-In-Progress
Presentation (April 5th), participants
were asked which of the ideas
presented that night were most
important to them. Although all
are important, 31% of attendees
thought new street designs for
Park Avenue and other downtown
streets that provide more people
space and shade trees were most
critical for Lake Wales.
When asked if the ideas so far
were on the right track, 95% of
participants responded yes or
probably yes.

31%

A New Street
Design on
Park Avenue
/ Downtown
Streets with
More People
Space and
Shade Trees

78%
YES
22%
NO

36%

Probably Yes
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Other

17%

Infill Housing to
Repopulate the Core
of Lake Wales

WHAT IS
MOST
IMPORTANT
TO YOU?

17%
New
Restaurants
and Retail

15%

Make 1st Street a
Complete Street
that connects
Downtown and
the Northwest
Neighborhood

DID YOU
ATTEND
ANY OF
THE OTHER
CHARRETTE
EVENTS?

2%

9%

A “Bright
Spot” at
Lincoln
Avenue at the
Intersection
of D Street

9%

A Linear Park with
Destinations Along
the Rail Line

5%

Not Sure Yet

IS THIS
WORK,
SO FAR,
GENERALLY
ON THE RIGHT
TRACK?

59%
Yes
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OF THE MANY IDEAS YOU HEARD TONIGHT,
WHICH ONES SEEM MOST EXCITING TO YOU?
•

“Olmsted Plan Reactivated”

•

“Crosswalks, sidewalks, trees”

•

“Town Square north of Park
Avenue”

•

“Linking Bok Towers to downtown”

•

“Redoing Park Street”

•

“Bike trails are amazing”

•

“2 lanes on Park and Stuart”

•

“More greenery and storefronts”

•

“Restaurants and retail downtown”

•

“City in a garden”

•

“Filling in the Core of Lake Wales
is so important! I would love to
be able to live in the downtown
district”

•

“Roundabouts”

•

“The prospect of a connected
community, more retail, and better
walking areas. I love all the ideas.”

•

“Connected bike paths”

•

“Infill housing”

•

“1st Street remodel and
connections”

•

“Restore historic facades”

•

“Gardening ideas”

•

“The new downtown connecting
Northwest to downtown”

•

“Making crosswalks safer”

•

“Redevelopment of Grove Manor to
mixed housing/townhomes”

•

“Biking/walking ideas”

Work-In-Progress
Review:
Exit Surveys
Community members were also
given a written survey at the
Work-In-Progress Review. This page
includes a sampling of responses
received.

WHAT IS YOUR VISION FOR THE FUTURE OF THE
CORE OF LAKE WALES?

10.02.19

•

“Accessible/biking/fun/joyful space after 5
pm”

•

“Connection, alive, destination”

•

“To come alive”

•

“Putting Lake Wales on the map”

•

“Restored with an eye for the historic
architecture”

•

“Inviting and inclusive for small business
owners”

•

“Family friendly activities and shops”

•

“My vision would be the connection of the
major Lake Wales sites (Bok Tower, Arts
Center, and downtown).”

•

“Of course housing in downtown!”

•

“Accessible areas for young adults. Housing,
retail, and nightlife. I see a downtown like
other cities that is vibrant and inviting. I
would like to see unique retailers.”

•

“Active, vibrant, people friendly”

•

“Variety of small businesses and different
types of restaurants”

•

“Connecting Northwest and downtown a
reality”

•

“Diverse, vibrant, usable, 5 am to
midnight!”

•

“Gardening”

•

“More flowers and trees”

•

“Housing for combination of incomes”

•

“Vibrant”

•

“More business, more inviting”

•

“Becoming a destination for food, cultural
activities, special events, shopping.”

•

“Unity”
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The Streets
Walkable, tree-lined streets with comfortable sidewalks and slower-moving vehicles
in narrow lanes provide a hospitable Downtown environment for living, shopping,
working, and entertaining. Lake Wales’ primary Downtown streets, centered around
the area from Central Avenue to Orange Avenue, and between Scenic Highway and
Wetmore Street, once served as the center of community life. Today, these streets
are often empty, particularly after business hours; this is a fundamental problem
for Downtown that this plan seeks to remedy. These key Downtown streets must
be designed to accommodate and encourage community life; plan ideas to activate
and populate the Downtown can then take advantage of the newly accommodating
physical environment. Urban design basics for key Downtown streets include:
•

Increase people space, and decrease vehicle space. Today, many Downtown
streets have overly-wide vehicle lanes, which does not leave adequate space for
people to congregate. Wide lanes also invite drivers to travel at faster speeds,
which further reduces pedestrian comfort. By right-sizing vehicle lanes to an
appropriate width for a Downtown environment, extra street space can be
reclaimed for other functions that do support outdoor activity, including wider
sidewalks, street trees, parklets, plazas, and outdoor dining. Specific proposals
for key Downtown streets are described on the following pages.

•

Include space for cyclists, transit, micromobility, and ride share. Some
reclaimed street space can be used for cycle tracks, buffered bike/scooter lanes,
or transit accommodations. Making it more comfortable to use and easier to
choose alternative mobility options provides more ways for people to arrive
Downtown that do not require parking spaces. (Specific mobility ideas are
described in the “Connect” section of this report.)

•

Plant street trees, and “garden the city”. Planting a continuous Downtown
shade tree canopy, with trees between 30 to 50 feet apart, can greatly improve
the pedestrian experience. Attention needs to be given to street planting details,
using best practices such as structural soil solutions to ensure tree health by
providing space for roots to grow without damage to streets and sidewalks.
Although more expensive at installation, this investment can pay off over time
with mature, large trees, less maintenance, stormwater functionality, and
increased property values. “Garden the city” means making the street plantings
in Lake Wales exceptional, a true source of community pride. This strategy can
differentiate Downtown from its peers. A commitment to professional landscape
design and maintenance will be required.

•

Include pedestrian-scaled lighting and pedestrian-oriented signage. Street
light fixtures should be kept low (generally not taller than 15 feet) to promote
a pedestrian scale to the public realm. Fixtures should be closely spaced,
generally not more than 30 feet on center, and placed in alignment with street
trees, to reduce sidewalk clutter. Light poles can include armature that allows
for banners, hanging flower baskets, or artwork. In addition, including lighting
on the building facade to highlight architectural details, such as entrances,
archways, cornices, and columns, should be encouraged to call attention to
the uniqueness of a building and contribute to safety. Similarly, signage in the
Downtown should be pedestrian-oriented, attached to the facade of buildings
(flat against the facade, or mounted projecting or hanging from the facade), and
lit from the front. Free standing monument signs and panelized back lighting
of signs are typically used to capture attention from drive-by customers in
suburban centers, but are not desirable in Downtown areas.
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Top: Street trees on Main Street in
Greenville, SC
Middle: Example of soil cell installation for
new street trees in Thomasville, GA
Bottom: Pedestrian-scaled lighting and
signage in Winter Garden, FL
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EXISTING CONDITIONS
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Existing: 1st Street connects the Northwest Neighborhood
to Downtown, and is one of the longest streets in town,
connecting all the way south to Highway 60. The current
conditions have wide vehicular lanes with unmarked onstreet parking. The wide lanes invite cars to move fast,
making it dangerous for pedestrians to cross.
Proposed: Two alternatives are proposed that narrow
the travel lanes while retaining parking on the east side,
with street trees in the planting areas on the west, and a
buffered cycle track.

1st Street
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Option 1 could be implemented on a trial basis with
paint, striping off the buffered cycle track within the
existing curb-to-curb width. Over time, the street could be
reconstructed (as drawn), with the cycle track raised above
the travel lanes.
Option 2 requires reconstruction of the existing curbs, and
locates the cycle track next to the sidewalk, providing a
landscape buffer between moving cars and the pedestrian/
bicycle areas. If the street is reconstructed, the new vehicle
lanes should be sized at 11’ wide to accommodate a
trolley/circulator.
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The intersection of 1st Street and Central Avenue is an
important crossing of proposed bike infrastructure. 1st
Street is a north-south connector street with a two-way
cycle track proposed on the west side of the street. Central
Avenue runs east-west to link Downtown to Lake Wailes,
with proposed buffered bike lanes on both sides.

EXISTING CONDITIONS

The plan detail below illustrates design treatments that
can reduce vehicle-bike and vehicle-pedestrian conflicts.
The design removes unnecessary left turn lanes to shorten
crossing distances. The narrowed width and high visibility
crosswalks slow traffic and make drivers more conscious of
the crossing of pedestrians and bikers.
The intersection should be optimized so that people on
bikes feel safe when crossing the intersection or making
turns. For example, painted chevrons should indicate the
bike crossings alongside the pedestrian crosswalks. To
facilitate those on bikes making turns from the Central bike
lanes to the 1st Street cycle track, at least one Bike Box
should be included adjacent to the crosswalk and the stop
bar on the western leg of the intersection. Right turns on
red should be eliminated on all legs of this intersection.

PROPOSED
2 way cycle track
Buffered
bike lane

Tactile strip

Street tree

Parking

Bike turn box
Parking Protected
bike lane

Intersection Detail: 1st Street & Central Avenue
10.02.19
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A

Downtown’s primary streets
(Park, Stuart, Central and
Orange Avenues, and 1st Street),
are redesigned to maximize
pedestrian space and tree canopy.

B

A new town square creates a
central gathering place north of
Park Avenue and Market Street,
on city-owned parking lots.

C

A new building provides doors and
windows that puts a public face on
an expanded Market Place Plaza.
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WETMORE ST

DOWNTOWN
ILLUSTRATIVE PLAN

E

A cycle track and tree-lined
sidewalk on 1st Street creates a
better connection from Downtown
to the Northwest Neighborhood
Infill buildings are encouraged on
underutilized land (vacant parcels
and/or parking lots) in Downtown
to activate frontages.

F

As parking lots and street design
changes gradually and displace
existing parking, new parking
supplies can be utilized in
Downtown garage, as well as lots
east of Scenic Highway.

G

Potential location for a new multipurpose events center, which
can draw additional patrons to
Downtown. The facility could host
plays, concerts, art installations,
and private events, and could be
managed by a third party.

H

Left turn lanes are removed along
Scenic Highway at its intersection
with key Downtown Avenues, to
narrow the crossing distance. New
high-visibility crosswalks make
it easier to utilize parking on the
east side of the tracks.

I

Trails provide connections to
Crystal Lake and Lake Wailes, and
the new linear park.

J

A roundabout at Crystal Avenue
and Scenic Highway simplifies
traffic movement and improves
pedestrian connections.

G

• uu
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Reimagine 1st Street
1st Street is a critical north/south street that
connects Lake Wales’ historic Downtown with
the Northwest Neighborhood. The current
condition of 1st Street includes wide vehicular
lanes with unmarked on-street parking. The
wide lanes invite cars to move fast, making
it dangerous for pedestrians to cross. This
street provides an inadequate connection
for pedestrians and cyclists, and leads to the
disconnected nature of Lake Wales’ core.
A proposed redesign, described in cross section
earlier in the Design section, and visualized on
the following pages, narrows the travel lanes
while retaining parking on the east side, adds
street trees in the planting strip on the west,
and includes a cycle track.

EXISTING CONDITIONS

There are two design options for the cycle track. One is a buffered facility, designed
with a tactical approach that can be implemented with paint while maintaining the
existing curb-to-curb width (re-stripe the street). The other option is a separated
facility, requiring reconstruction of the existing curbs (reconstruct the street). In
this option, the cycle track is raised above the pavement and located next to the
sidewalk, providing a landscaped strip between the moving cars and pedestrian/
bicycle areas.
The proposed public improvements not only provide better linkages between
Downtown and the Northwest, they also set the stage for private sector investment
on adjacent lots.

Restore the Seminole Hotel
The Seminole Hotel was first built in 1929 and is
an anchor for the corner of 1st Street and Crystal
Avenue. The building has its original floor plan yet
has gone through significant decline over the past
decades. The City condemned the hotel for code
violations, and discussed demolishing the building
due to safety concerns. However, the hotel has also
drawn interest from preservationists, architects, and
a developer who has an ongoing effort to restore the
building instead.
The Reimagine 1st Street visuals include restoration
of the Seminole Hotel building with new housing
units that bring life to the area and enhance safety
through “eyes on the street.” Historical details of
the building, currently covered in paint and grime,
can be restored, providing visual interest and an
authentic link to the past. The restoration of the
Seminole Hotel can induce further revitalization of
this section of Lake Wales and, along with the street
improvements, rejuvenate the 1st Street corridor.
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Above: Historic photo of the Seminole Hotel building
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PROPOSED FUTURE CONDITIONS, OPTION 1 (RE-STRIPE THE STREET)

PROPOSED FUTURE CONDITIONS, OPTION 2 (RECONSTRUCT THE STREET)
10.02.19
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